
CDMA2000 PHONES BECOME THE HOTTEST MOBILE MUSIC
PLAYERS IN JAPAN
Ringtones, song downloads, music videos and other forms of music are among
mobile's hottest applications, especially in sophisticated and trendy markets
such as Japan, where 79 percent of mobile users have 3G phones.  With a robust
product portfolio, broad lineup of music-capable handsets and a nationwide network
that supports true broadband speeds most everywhere, KDDI has dominated its
competitors in this market and has built a thriving business.

KDDI became a pioneer in the mobile music industry when it launched the
Chaku-Uta music download service over its CDMA2000® 1X network in 2002.

The service allowed users to download short, CD-quality music clips (up to 30 seconds) to use
as ringtones.  Chaku-Uta was so popular that it was a key driver behind KDDI's successful effort
to encourage customers to migrate to 3G. 

Building on its dramatic success in offering music
services, KDDI introduced EZ Chaku-Uta Full
in November 2004, which allowed its customers
to download full-length songs over its newly
launched high-speed broadband EV-DO network.
EZ Chaku-Uta Full features more than
400,000 songs and music videos today.  

But Chaku-Uta Full isn't KDDI's only foray
into mobile music. Lismo, launched in January
2006, has more than 2,000 music videos from
top Japanese bands and artists.  Other compelling
examples are Chaku-Melo, a simple melody
download, and Digital Radio, which features
CD-quality audio in a variety of genres, including jazz and classical, as well as text-based 
information about the song that's playing on the mobile device. 

To enable high-quality music delivery, KDDI continues to build its line-up of music phones with
the latest technologies and attractive form factors.  One example is the Sony Ericsson Walkman
W52S, which includes 2 GB of memory for storing hundreds of songs.  The W52S also features
a transmitter that lets it send music to a nearby radio, so listening to downloaded songs while
driving doesn't require wearing a headset.  And with a battery life of 110 hours, the W52S doesn't
run out before the music does.  Another example is the Sharp Aquos W51SH, which features
a 3-inch screen, ideal for watching music videos.

A LEADER IN ONLINE MUSIC DISTRIBUTION
IN JAPAN . . . KDDI has capitalized on Japan's
love for music to build a booming business.
Thirteen months after Chaku-Uta Full debuted
in November 2004, customers had downloaded
30 million songs and by February 2007, the
number had topped 100 million.  KDDI's Digital
Radio service passed the 1 million subscriber
mark in June 2007. 

Mobile accounts for 90 percent of the online
music distribution in Japan and according to
MCI, in 2006 mobile operators generated ¥75.9
billon (US$ 652 million) in music clip downloads
and full music downloads, a 35% year-on-year
increase. KDDI's au brand captured 67 percent
of that market. 
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KDDI IS MUSIC TO CUSTOMERS’ AND ARTISTS’ EARS
KDDI is not only defining mobile music delivery; it is also revolutionizing Japan's entire music industry.
There are a number of lessons to be learned from KDDI's success. 

One lesson is the value of CDMA2000: with EV-DO, KDDI has the broadband speeds necessary to deliver
a high-quality user experience for both audio and music videos.  And with nationwide EV-DO coverage,
KDDI enables its customers to access these services anytime and anywhere, with a consistently good
experience.  Other mobile operators in Japan are only now catching up. 

Also, KDDI has built a huge library of music through its EZ Chaku-Uta Full, Lismo, Digital Radio and
Chaku-Melo services.  Between these four services, customers can choose from nearly half a million
songs and music videos across different genres, labels and artists – a selection that few players in the
Japanese music market can match.

KDDI also makes it easy for customers to find songs, get information about them and download them or
buy a whole CD.  For example, to make it easy for EZ Chaku-Uta Full users to find the songs they're looking
for, KDDI paired the service with EZ Music!, a web portal, and the au Records site, where users can buy
CDs.  EZ Chaku-Uta Full also includes Now On-Air
Information, which lets users get details about songs
playing on EZ FM, a mobile FM radio streaming service. 

Subscribers can also get information about songs they
hear, but don't know the name or the artist or the song's
title, through Song Search, an application that was
developed by U.S.-based Gracenote using BREW 
technology.  Song Search software resides on handsets
and "listens" to music, whether it is playing at a club or on a TV show, and then compares the recorded
audio to a database of music to track down the song's title.  Once they identify the songs, users can 
download them or order the CDs. 

By giving consumers an easy way to get a wide variety of music – anytime, anywhere – KDDI has helped
pioneer the mobile music industry.  For artists and record labels, that opens up a whole new world of 
potential business. 

The upgrade to CDMA2000 1xEV-DO
enabled KDDI to offer a variety of new

services, most importantly Chaku-Uta (20-30 second
music clips) and Chaku-Uta Full (full songs) mobile
music downloads, about two and a half
years earlier than DoCoMo.

– Eurotechnology Japan
An independent analyst firm
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About KDDI
KDDI is a leading information and communications company in Japan and worldwide, providing a broad range of fixed and
mobile services.  Mobile services are the largest and the fastest growing business segment, accounting for three quarters of
KDDI's revenues and the majority of their earnings.  
CDMA2000® continues to provide KDDI with a significant advantage in the highly competitive Japanese mobile market, where
it continues to gain market share and lead in data revenues.   At the end of June 2007, KDDI had more than 28 million subscribers
and is on target to achieve 30 percent market share.  
Nearly all KDDI subscribers use 3G CDMA2000 services, and 57 percent of them have EV-DO broadband handsets.  More  than
85 percent of their customers use EZ mobile data services, and data already accounts for 33 percent of an average customer's
spending.  Content and media are the fastest growing businesses for the operator, generating close to ¥30 billion ($US259 
million) in revenues per year, which are growing at 150 percent on an annual basis.
KDDI will continue evolving CDMA2000 capabilities to support the next-generation "Ultra 3G" converged communication services
to its customers.
Osaifu-keital is a registered trademark of DoCoMo • CDMA2000 is a registered trademark of the Telecommunications Industry Association


